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WARRANTY
The A. T. Ferrell Company, Inc. Manufacturer’s Warranty for the following product lines:

MIX-MILL

All Sentry Line Products

Sentry 100, Sentry 1000, Sentry 3000, Sentry 130 or 1030

(“MIX-MILL” IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF THE A. T. FERRELL COMPANY, INC.)

A. T. Ferrell Company, Inc. warrants each new product of its manufacture when purchased from an authorized
representative for a period of one year from the date of shipment. This warranty shall apply to all parts and
workmanship (except products or components not manufactured by the A. T. Ferrell Company, Inc.), which shall
appear to A. T. Ferrell Company to have been defective in manufacture. The A. T. Ferrell Company’s sole and
entire obligation under such warranty shall be satisfied by shipment to the Purchaser-User, without charge, (except
for transportation costs, which shall be paid by Purchaser-User) of the part or parts returned for inspection and
parts intended to replace those acknowledged by A. T. Ferrell Company to be defective.
This warranty shall not apply and shall be void under the following conditions:
1.

If the product is transported from its original installation site.

2.

If any part of the product has been altered, modified or changed, except at A. T. Ferrell Company’s factory
or is authorized by A. T. Ferrell Company in writing.

3.

If attachments or devices unsuitable to the product have been used on or in conjunction with the product.

4.

If the product has not been installed, used, operated, handled or serviced in accordance with the
appropriate instruction manual.

A.T. Ferrell Company reserves the right to make changes in design or improvements in its products without any
obligation whatsoever to prior Purchaser-User of such products.
A.T. Ferrell Company will pass on to a Purchaser-User only such warranty as it shall receive on products or
components not of its manufacture from the manufacturer or supplier thereof.
We will not be liable for any consequential damages, loss or expenses arising in connection with the use or inability
to use the product for any purpose whatever. Our maximum liability shall not in any case exceed the cost of
replacing defective parts if returned to us within one year from date of shipment. No salesman, manufacturer’s
representative or other person may make or has the authority to make any guarantees or warranties expressed or
implied on behalf of A. T. Ferrell Company, Inc. which are inconsistent with these terms and conditions or any
catalogue or other publication of A. T. Ferrell Company, Inc.
The Warranty Registration Card must be filled in completely and signed by Purchaser-User and returned to us to
validate any warranty claim.
Claims for warranty should be directed to our sales department, 1440 South Adams Street, Bluffton, IN 46714 USA
or phone (260) 824-5213. The machine serial number and description of the type of failure is required to file a
claim. Contact our sales department before returning warranty items for a RMO (Returned Material Order) which
must accompany all returned items. All returned items are to be shipped freight pre-paid and credit will be issued
after inspection and acknowledgement of warranty defect. A. T. Ferrell Company, Inc. will pass on to the
purchaser/user only such warranty as it shall receive on products or components not of its manufacture from the
manufacturer or supplier thereof.
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BE A SAFE OPERATOR
AVOID ACCIDENTS
Most accidents, whether they occur in industry, on the farm, at home, or on the highway, are
caused by the failure of some individual to follow simple and fundamental safety rules or
precautions. For this reason, most accidents can be prevented by recognizing the real cause
and doing something about it before the accident occurs.
Regardless of the care used in the design and construction of any type of equipment, there are
many conditions that cannot be completely safe guarded against without interfering with
reasonable accessibility and efficient operation.
A careful operator is the best insurance against an accident.
The complete observance of one simple rule would prevent many serious injuries each year.
That rule is:
Never attempt to clean, oil, or adjust a machine while it is in motion!
--National Safety Council
A.T. Ferrell has made every effort to provide safe equipment, however, the following
precautions should be carefully observed!

1.

Disconnect main service switch before removing any housing covers or
electrical boxes or switches.

2.

Ground the mill frame according to local electrical codes.

3.

Ground any augers or feeders where livestock might contact either augers
or feeders.

4.

Keep all shields and covers in place.
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BE A SAFE OPERATOR
AVOID ACCIDENTS
This safety alert symbol identifies important safety messages in
this manual. When you see this symbol, be alert to the possibility of
personal injury and carefully read the message that follows. Regardless
of the care used in the design and construction of any type of
equipment, there are many conditions that cannot be completely safeguarded against without interfering with reasonable accessibility and
efficient machine operation. A careful operator is the best insurance
against an accident.
Carefully read and understand the operators’ manual before operating the
machine. Do not attempt to install, connect power to, operate or service machine
without proper instruction and until you have been thoroughly trained in its use by
your employer.
Keep children, visitors and all untrained personnel away from machine while in
operation.
Make certain all electric motors and control panels are properly grounded.
Danger – Do not attempt to work on, clean or service this equipment or open or
remove any protective cover, guard, or grate until power has been turned off and
mechanically locked out and the machine has come to a complete stop.
Danger – Keep hands, feet and clothing clear from rotating belts, pulleys, rolls
and gears when machine is operating. Failure to do so will cause severe injury or
death.
Danger – Never operate machine without protective covers, guards, or grates
properly installed.
Do not obscure or remove safety decals from the equipment.
decals are available from the manufacturer.

Replacement

This equipment was manufactured in compliance with existing OSHA regulations.
It is the responsibility of the owner/user to maintain OSHA compliance when
operating the equipment.
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If injured by escaping fluid, see a doctor at once.
Replace all guards and shields after servicing and before starting up the machine.
Do not clean, lubricate or adjust equipment while it is in operation.
After servicing, make sure all tools, parts and service equipment are removed from
the machine.
Do not start the machine until you are sure that everyone is clear.
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TYPICAL SAFETY DECALS
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FORWARD
Thank you for purchasing a new Mix-Mill and/or Sentry series mixer/grinder or roller mill. More
than 50 years of experience in the manufacture of feed milling equipment and grain handling
systems has made Mix-Mill the leader in the field of electric powered, on the farm feed
conditioning systems.
Many of the features that have provided trouble free service for thousands of owners will still be
found on your new Sentry Hammer Mill. New design technology and new components have
also been incorporated in your mill to further increase the reliability and the flexibility needed for
today’s farming needs.
Some of these features are increased horsepower sizes, state of the art electronics, new type C
frame motors, larger screen and grinding chamber size. A new beater hub design, with these
other features, gives you more output per hour to get the job done faster and more efficient.
We prepared this booklet for our Sentry Hammer Mill to help you install, operate and maintain
your mill to the highest standard and to obtain the greatest efficiency.
If a commercial carrier shipped your mill, ensure that you check all parts carefully to see if there
is any damage in the shipping. If damage is found, make a notation of such and make certain
that your local agent makes a similar note on your freight bill, before you accept shipment. This
is necessary to support your claim. Do not hesitate to accept damaged equipment after the
agent has made the notation on the freight bill. You will be reimbursed when you present your
claim. We assume no responsibility for loss or damages after the equipment leaves our dock,
but we will gladly render our services to assist you in adjusting your claim. Determine the parts
you require, submit an order to us and we will prepare an invoice. Upon receiving our invoice
you will be in a position to file a claim against the shipping company.
The following pages of this owner’s manual will provide you with the correct operating
information and answer many of your questions about your new Sentry Hammer Mill. Please
take a few minutes to read these instructions and keep them for future references
The parts breakdown will help you to obtain genuine factory parts when needed. Please contact
your local authorized dealer any time you need parts or service. He can also provide you with
other equipment and help you plan for future growth.
A.T. Ferrell Company, Inc.
Mix-Mill Division
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Mix-Mill
Division of A. T. Ferrell Company, Inc.

PARTS ORDERING INFORMATION
1.

Order replacements parts through your local sales representative or direct from
Mix-Mill.

A. T. Ferrell Company, Inc.
1440 S. Adams St.
Bluffton, IN 46714 U.S.A.
Phone: (260) 824-5213 (800) 537-6260
Fax: (260) 824-5463
Website: www.mix-mill.com
E-Mail: info@atferrell.com

2.

To expedite the order process, please have your machine description, model
number, and serial number available.

3.

Use the part numbers and descriptions furnished in this manual.
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INSTALLATION AND OPERATION
New Installation Requirements
The mixer/grinder must be in a weatherproof structure.

Existing Installations
Some existing farm structures are suitable for mill installation. See your authorized dealer and let him
work with you to develop the most efficient, most economical system for your needs.

Mill Capacities
Several factors must be considered when figuring mill capacities: the type and amount of each
ingredient, the amount of material ground and the amount that is bypassed, mill horsepower and screen
size. An undersized discharge system can be a limiting factor on mill capacity. Hardness and variations
in the hardness of different grains will have an effect on the mill capacity and in the amount of wear to
replaceable parts such as screens, hub and hammers and mill wear plates.

Installation Procedures
WARNING!!
Failure to properly ground this machine could lead to serious injury to animals or persons operating the
equipment. Grounding of all equipment is recommended. Grounding should be in accordance with the
national electrical code and should be consistent with should local practice.
Before attempting repairs to any equipment, disconnect and "lock out" the incoming power to that
equipment. An electrical shock can be obtained from an electric motor even though the incoming power
is shut off. This could be caused by capacitor discharge in single phase or capacitor type motors.
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ELECTRICAL TROUBLESHOOTING

Symptom

Probable Cause

Motor will not start

Bad connection in display
strap

See “Partial Clock/Counter
display.”

Failed contactor

Check for contactors not
engaging during cycle-up. Test
and replace if necessary.

Blown motor fuse

Check and replace fuses.
Inspect motor for cause of
overload.

Loose connection

Tighten all motor wiring.

Failed motor

Test and replace if necessary.

Mechanical obstruction

Remove obstruction.

Frequent motor
overload

Corrective Action

Check bearings.
Loose connection

Tighten all motor Wiring.

Failed contactor

Test and replace if necessary.

Low overload

Check overload adjustment
against motor’s full load
amperage.
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ROUTINE MAINTENANCE
1. Change proportioner oil every 500 hours or 6 months use 10W mineral based oil (if you
have a proportioner.)
2. Check hammers for wear weekly or every 15 hours of operation whichever occurs first.
3. When changing hammers check bolts or pins for wear.
4. Check screen for wear weekly or every 15 hours of operation whichever occurs first.
5. Check door seals monthly.
6. Check all belts for alignment and tension weekly.
7. Inspect proportioner every 2,000 hours (if you have one.).
8. Check mill magnets for tramp iron daily.
9. All electrical connections should be checked one month after installation, six months after
installation and once a year thereafter.
10. Check proportioner auger for build up weekly and clean as necessary, build up on augers
can severely affect calibration (if you have one.)
11. Recalibrate at periodic intervals or any time a new ingredient is brought in.
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SERVICE TIPS
Screen and Wear Plates
The screen and wear plates have been designed so that you can get 18 different adjustments per side
for extended screen life.

Hammers
The hammers, spacers and hammer bolts are replaceable items. The hammers can be reversed (using
the reversing switch of single phase mills) to double their life. They can also be moved in sets of three
from the point of grain entry to the back of the housing for additional life. When changing their location,
care must be exercised to keep the hammers in their original sets of three to prevent imbalance. It is of
great importance to inspect the hammers to see that they are wearing properly. Figure # 6 illustrates
normal wear of a worn out hammer. To get the maximum life out of your hammers you should reverse
the direction of travel (with reversing switch on single phase mills) or rotate the hammer 180 degrees
when it wears to the middle of the end tip. The other side can be worn down to the same point, but after
the length of the hammer has been affected the hammer is then wore out as illustrated in figure # 6.

wrong

right

Worn out hammer
(Normal Wear)

Figure 6
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By continually using a worn out hammer it could cause the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Poor quality of ground feed due to inconsistent particle size.
Loss in grinding capacity, therefore causing higher cost per ton to process feed.
Motor bearing failure due to vibration.
Screen and housing damage due to broken hammer.

PLEASE NOTE:
Vibration is hard on the motor bearings and can cause premature failure. An out of balance condition
can result from vibration caused by a broken hammer.
PLEASE NOTE:
Do not use an impact wrench when tightening the 3 hub bolts, this will cause the hub to be off balance
and cause vibration. Use a 7/16" ratchet & socket set and use equal torque.
Vibration can be caused by uneven wear of the hammer on the hammer bolts. The wear is not always
uniform, in spite of carefully controlled heat-treating of the hammers and bolts. The bolts that wears the
fastest permits the hammers to move farther from the center of rotation, causing imbalance. It is
important that you carefully examine hammer bolts for wear replacing a set of hammers.
The cost of hammer replacement in inexpensive when compared to the damage that can occur by using
worn out hammers.
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BALDOR MOTOR
INFORMATION
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Sentry Screen Options
Part number

Quantity

10A382-A

Description

1

18" diameter screen with 1/16" holes

10A382-B

1

18" diameter screen with 3/32" holes

10A382-C

1

18" diameter screen with 1/8" holes

10A382-D

1

18" diameter screen with 5/32" holes

10A382-E

1

18" diameter screen with 3/16" holes

10A382-F

1

18" diameter screen with 7/32" holes

10A382-G
10A282-H

1
1

18" diameter screen with 1/4" holes
18" diameter screen with 5/16" holes

10A282-I

1

18" diameter screen with 3/8" holes

10A282-J

1

18" diameter screen with 7/16" holes

10A382-K

1

18" diameter screen with 1/2" holes
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Beater Hub Assembly
Complete part # 10A383
Item #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
*

Part number
1A831
2A1265
2A1457
2A1459
80013504
62583326
66443300
67023412
2A1458

Quantity
21
3
1
3
18
3
6
3
1
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Description
Hammer 3/16X1X5.9"
Retainer, Hinge Pin
Beater Hub, Wldmt 18" Mill
Hinge Pin, Hammer
Spacer
HHCS, 1/4-20X1.25"
Washer, Lock 1/4"
HHCS, 1/4-28x1/2" #5
SET OF 21 HAMMERS
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